
LAUNDRY ROOM IDEAS

Question: My laundry room is a disaster and certainly does 
not make the chore any more enjoyable.  HELP!

Answer: Enliven your laundry area with colour and pattern 
– and even light! – and add efficiency with smart organization 
strategies. A laundry room doesn’t have to sacrifice style for 
function.  Make it your own space that you will love by paint-
ing the space a favorite colour and hang artwork. 
 A single window once limited a laundry space’s stor-
age potential, but small cabinets stacked atop the new front 
loaders can now come to the rescue.  Without blocking too 
much natural light, short cabinets add enough space to keep 
laundry supplies nice and tidy. A large countertop placed over 
the front loading units is the perfect spot for folding laundry.  
This laundry space can be tucked away in a kitchen corner 
even, and the same cabinetry can be used throughout the 
whole room for a seamless, integrated look.
 Striking wallpaper instantly defines a space, while 
looking trendy and playful.  Choose a pattern that matches 
your colour scheme for an effortless way to accent your laun-
dry room’s décor.
 If space is of the essence, turn the laundry room into 
more than just a laundry room.  Crate a handy gift-wrapping 
area.  Again a large countertop across front loading units 
provides plenty of room for wrapping gifts, folding clothes, 
etc. Open shelves enables easy access to project supplies 
and is less expensive, but can look messy if you are not an 
organized person.
 Hanging sorting bins makes it simple to presort laun-
dry on a daily basis.  This setup also takes up no floor space 
– a real plus in a small area.
 Built-in cabinetry boosts storage capabilities and looks 
beautiful in a laundry room.  Glass panels on overhead cabi-
nets and modern tubular hardware are easy updates that add 
a big dose of style.  Adding a tall cabinet well-suites the need 
for storing ironing equipment, larger step ladder, or broom.
 Add an instant focal point with a colourful backsplash.  
This is handy if you have a utility tub included in the space. 
 Use baskets to organize laundry room essentials. Re-
movable cloth liners protect the baskets from spills and can 
be washed as needed to keep them fresh.
 Glass detergent jars and a canvas bin corral small, 
easy-to-lose items within reach. A pretty window treatment is 
a welcome perk that keeps the room light and bright 
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